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• Underground exploration and scientific research in large 
cave systems benefits from having real time communications

• Often teams travel as much as 8 hours from the entrance, so
these projects often require underground camping for days or weeks. 

• Simple communication systems connecting with surface teams
enable handling of logistics, transport of remote sensor telemetry, 
radiolocation, safety information and rescue coordination.

• This talk will highlight some custom systems that have been built
and put to use domestically as well as overseas. Some examples from
a large New Mexico cave are presented.

Have Compelling Need for 
Through-Earth Communications



• Communications systems may use induction fields, RF propagation,
telephone wires, leaky feeders, and even banging on rocks.
This presentation is about the first two methods.

• Not free space (where 𝓔r and µr ~ 1)

• Challenges include making equipment portable, low power
for reduced size and weight, and moisture/dirt proof.

• This is not a new development, as homebrew VLF/LF sets were
put into use ~50 years ago. Expensive commercial installations are in
service in mines but depend on mains power and must comply with
federal regulations - MSHA as well as FCC.

• Both voice radios and digital (text) radios have evolved and cover
from ELF to microwave frequencies as shown.

Variety of Relatively Simple Techniques can 
Provide Through-Earth Communication



About the Caves…
Here are two that are nearby



Fort Stanton Cave/
Snowy River National
Conservation Area



entrance

camp

camp
• 42.2 miles discovered and mapped
• ~12 miles from entrance to frontier
• Floods annually > 6 months a year
• Long hike/many crawls

Fort Stanton Cave
Lincoln County, NM

Plan View Shown



Crawl from Hell

Crawl from Hell

Midnight Creek

Snowy River in Flood

Snowy River



Lechuguilla Cave
Carlsbad Caverns National Park



 0  411.5 ft Lechuguilla Cave 2020

Lechuguilla Cave
Eddy County, NM entrance

entrance

camp

camp

camp

• 150 miles discovered and mapped
• Climbs with ropes, walking, crawls
•Camps 4-8 hours from entrance











The Radios



3 Different modes for LF/VLF Comms

• Magnetic field (loop)
• High Q gives bandpass filtering, adding noise immunity
• Modulation limitation when run at VLF
• Loop tuning critical for maximum current, dependent on shape
• Plane of loop oriented horizontally for vertical field component

• Earth current (pseudo-dipoles)
• Broadband, can transmit analog voice with less degradation
• Prone to VLF/LF noise, RCVR needs internal bandpass filtering
• Requires matching transformer with adjustments for various conductivity
• Doesn’t require vertical alignment with surface unit
• Longer range (depth) in moist limestone areas

• Leaky feeders – not practical over miles in a cave

CREG Journal 79, Sept 2012



From N. Davis, 1970



Commercial Systems for Mining

• These are not cheap ($10K-100K), and not 
particularly compact/lightweight. They are 
intended for shift work and then are replaced 
with a freshly charged unit. 

• They must comply with MSHA regulations in 
the US, including intrinsic safely (to prevent 
explosions from sparks). They are focused on 
coal mining due to the frequency of deadly 
accidents. 

• Natural caves do not usually have this hazard.





Homebrew Systems for Caving

• Many use VLF in near magnetic field, also called 
induction radio. No FCC license required

• 1/r3 Near Field Decay

• Earth Current is popular in EU. It works well for 
direct AF as well as VLF RF current injection

• Frequency chosen to avoid noisy powerline harmonics 
from earth currents. Lots of lightning noise, sferics

• Originally AM, then SSB voice, and later text modes 
were developed. Frequencies have evolved around 87 
KHz (EU) and 185 KHz (North America-1750 meters) 
but there are many other odd frequencies that have 
been tried. 



854299

Earth Current Injection



Popular design from the 1990s was CB +Transverter



BLM cave radio in New Mexico - 2003





Loop made of 3 turns using a power cord



Fort Stanton Cave - 2003



NM Senator Pete Domenici using cave radio in 2005



The CB/185 KHz transverter design is electrically 
inefficient as CB runs at 4 watts output, and is 
complicated for non-technical users, and too bulky 



• The classic UK design was the 87 KHz Molefone, made by 
Lancaster University for profit. It remained proprietary and 
became obsolete in the 1990s. 

• Two newer open source designs were kitted in small 
quantities beginning around 2000, both using 87 KHz SSB

§ Nicola II was designed and named after a young woman died in a cave 
that flooded in the French Alps.

§ Heyphone was designed by John Hey, G3TDZ, and became 
defacto UK radio, dozens were built.

• Both designs are now difficult to support due to 
some unavailable components

Common European Designs



87 KHz Baseband Design without RF tuning,
Phasing SSB, Earth current antenna







These Heyphones were successfully used in 2018 during the rescue of teens 
from a soccer team who were trapped in a flooded cave in Thailand. 



• 87 KHz heterodyne design using filter-generated SSB, surface mount, 
earth current antenna. Tested to 3900 ft depth

Nicola II



Nicola II

Nicola III is FPGA-
based DSP, in prog



• John Hey developed a
simplified DSB radio that 
reduced component count, 
10 fewer IC’s, 66 fewer 
resistors and 23 fewer caps. 

• Tradeoff is wider BW,
but reduced DC current

• 90 deg phasing networks 
not needed for LO or audio

CREG Journal 59, March 2005



• G3TDZ became SK

• The original HeyPhone
was difficult to build 
anymore due to obsolete
parts (Toko coils)

• Ian Cooper redesigned
it to use SMT components
and added microcontroller

CREG Journal 100, Dec. 2017



Micro HeyPhone kitted with SLA 
battery, earth current stakes and 
long wires in Pelican case

CREG Journal 100, Dec. 2017



• Before Cooper’s Micro HeyPhone report was published, I was investigating 
lightweight voice comm set that would work at depths of 500 feet, that is 
tolerant to summer atmospheric noise, for use in camp in Fort Stanton Cave.

• Lower frequency like 30-40 kHz is desirable for optimum signal over noise, 
but bandwidth of loop aerial would restrict audio reponse.  

• Earth current injection like HeyPhone is a simple solution to bandwidth and
extended range, as long as matching is accomplished.

• The simple radio uses a combination of the improvements and simplifications
from John Hey’s suggestions including double sideband + lower frequency

• Using SMT parts, this radio would be very compact and might use a high 
efficiency audio output driver (class D) for the RF. 

Concept for a New Cave Radio



Receiver side  



Transmitter side  



“RF” Output Stage Possibilities



Higher Efficiency Alternative Output Stage







• Before building another sideband radio, it 
was worth considering a text only system. 

• Text/Data mode is robust due to narrow
bandwidth. It also can work at lower frequency 
where the Q of the loop would distort voice 
modulation severely. 



CREG Journal 97, March, 2017

Digital Modulations of Interest



CREG Journal 63, June 2006

•20-140 KHz QPSK
•Earth current
•3160 ft depth



•42.6 KHz BPSK
•Earth Current
•3300 ft depth

CREG Journal 57, Sept. 2004



Alex Kendrick’s digital radio, winning school 
science project (2009), heard on NPR Radio

• 23.4 KHz prototype
• 25 turn loop
• Simple on/off keying
• Custom alpha code using PWM
• Noise reduction circuit 



23.4 KHz, On-Off Keyed, Data Slicer in Detector





• PSK31 is a reasonable choice for a simple digital cave radio, using 
varicode symbols for a simple alphanumeric character set. No error 
correction, acceptable for a type-along text mode. It was developed 
20 years ago and is occasionally heard on HF bands. 

• Being narrowband, it would work with tuned loops or earth 
current transmission if used with LF/VLF carrier. In fact, it could be 
directly injected as PSK audio (~1500 Hz) into the ground with two 
stakes, requiring a small audio PA.

• Binary phase shift keying, reversing a carrier 180 deg,
with 31.25 Hz bps rate. 

• Dell Axim X50 series PDA uses Windows CE (“Win Mobile”) 
and has hardwired audio in/out ports like a sound card. It is no 
longer made so I bought a handful of them on ebay in 2012.

• Smartphones can similarly produce the signal these days 
(AndFlmsg)  but often lack the direct 3.5mm connection of 
transmit and receive audio.





There are at least two ways to implement PSK31 underground

• Direct earth current drive from H-bridge with power FETs from the baseband 
audio. Reversals of phase of the audio tone could be done by opposing switches
in the bridge. Peter Martinez (of PSK-31) suggested this to me. This can 
be a high efficiency class D audio driver. Receiving side requires decent 
band pass filtering as there is plenty of electrical noise inthe earth. 

• Use of SSB RF as we use as hams, but LF. This could use earth current or a 
loop. PSK-31 has amplitude (envelope) modulation at the phase transitions, to 
reduce the signal bandwidth. This can be ignored or clipped off for cave radios, 
as who is listening? Nonlinear amplifiers like class D or E would suffice, as 
there is only a pair of radios on a single channel.



• In March 2001 QST, Dave Benson introduced his PSK-80 ‘warbler’
radio transceiver. It was first commercialized by NJQRP club for 
over a year, then Benson sold them for a decade as a kit from Small 
Wonder Labs. They were discontinued years ago. 

• It was a direct conversion low power radio using cheap 3.579 MHz
colorburst crystals from analog television. Using them as crystal filters
as well as the LO for the first mixer, it downconverts directly to audio
from 80 meter ham frequency. Warbler skimped on tuned RF networks, 
using crystals for selectivity. Sensitivity was not a strength.



• This simple direct conversion design could be modified 
using mixers to upconvert VLF to 3.58 MHz and vice 
versa

• 3.541, 3.5 and 3.68 MHz crystals are available for 
second LO, to make XCVR that can tune 21 or 82 KHz. 





Superhetrodyne Warbler for 87 KHz PSK31
Is it worth it?



Output stage



• Work by hams suggests that HF attenuation through 
rock in arid regions is not as severe as thought. For 
decades LF and VLF were the only methods used. 

• The increased efficiency of tuned half-wave dipoles and 
loops at HF has advantage over electrically short LF 
antennas. 

• Magnetic loops only have one turn instead of dozens but
would be high Q and have sensitive tuning. Probably not
practical underground.

HF is another possibility



A common equation for the attenuation of an EM signal 
due to passage through conductive media relates to the 
skin depth as follows: 

δ =√2/ωµσ

σ is the electrical conductivity of the media in S/m. The 
skin depth is the distance over which the signal is 
attenuated by 1/e which equates to 8.7dB. 

While this gives a reasonable estimate at LF, it applies 
only when the rock can be considered a good conductor. 
This does not apply to limestone throughout the HF band. 

CREG Journal  92, Dec. 2015



This shows how the skin depth attenuation varies with frequency for a 
typical range of limestones and a typical range of sedimentary rocks 
such as shale. It can be seen that the attenuation in limestone at 
7MHz may be 1.6 to 6 times greater than that at 185 kHz, less than 
the factor of 9 expected from skin effect using conductive 
approximation.

CREG Journal 92, Dec. 2015



• HF radio brings the convenience of using COTS 
rigs instead of hand-made LF radio equipment

• It requires having an amateur radio license, but many
cavers have that so not an issue

• HF propagation from the surface radio will cover long 
distances, compared to LF induction-mode (magnetic) 
communication

• Using conventional radio wave propagation, 1/r2 decay

• Also consider 630 meter ham band - no equipment (yet)



• Work by Paul Jorgensen, KE7HR, proved that HF 
frequencies had some potential for through-earth 
communication and vice versa. 

• Tests at Carlsbad Cavern using FT817-ND with 
3.9 MHz SSB and 5 watts demonstrated reliable
voice communications to 780 feet depth.

Speleonics 27, June, 2011



Grand Canyon Caverns, AZ  
Using FT817ND and K2 on 3.9 MHz in 2006

Speleonics 26, National Speleological Society 

Paul, KE7HR

Ray, KE7CPI



In 2015, the UK Cave Radio and Electronics Group 
published HF communications results with 7.135 MHz SSB 
using FT706 and 20 watts with half wave dipole antennas. 
Depth was about 330 feet, and slant distance between 
radios was about 1270 feet. 

CREG Journal 92, Dec. 2015CREG Journal 95, Sept. 2016

The communication can be heard here:
https://youtu.be/cOlgXozmE1Y



CREG Journal 97, March, 2017



• I previously talked about a proposal for 87 KHz
digital communicator using PSK31

• With HF, sources of integrated PSK-31 radios still exist

• Ukranian source of compact HF PSK radios provides 
PSK transceivers for 40, 30 and 20 meter amateur bands. 
Serge, UT5JCW, sells these through the ebay business 
“transverters-store”



30 meter band (10.148 MHz) was chosen as there is
lower usage and less radio traffic/noise





Very simple setup, audio cable and RF,
12 V battery for PSK transceiver

Total cost is ~$150  + antenna, battery, box



MFJ 30 meter mobile antennas mounted back to back.
System to be tested in two NM caves in 2021



• Fort Stanton Cave Study Project, in collaboration with the Bureau of Land 
Management, is developing a distributed communication network for data, 
using a Wireless Mesh Network.

• Goal is to establish a quasi-real time sensor network to measure air 
conditions such as temperature, movement, direction, and CO2 content, and 
measure similar water conditions in the intermittent Snowy River stream 
channel from the closest point at Turtle Junction back to the surface and to 
a nearby facility.

• Distance is about a mile. The Passage dimensions vary from giant walking 
trunk to low crawls. Muddy floors, pools, hills, several gates and many bends 
will affect signal. 915 Mhz band chosen for best potential. 

• Data throughput is not critical spec. Power consumption and reliability 
are priorities. 

• 2021 goal is less than a mile, if we can make it work.

How about UHF or microwaves?



20 Steps

Turtle 
Junction

• Goal in 2021 is to test a few radios (nodes)

• Minimum of 10 may be needed to get to 20 Steps

• 2 Year goal is to get to Turtle Junction



Zigbee Protocol
• Zigbee has three types of modules: 

§ One coordinator, many routers and end devices at sensors and gateway

• Widely available from hundreds of manufacturers

• All modules must remain active, need continuous power (~50 mA)



Digimesh Protocol
• Digimesh has homogeneous modules, all interchangeable.

• Adopted by a few manufacturers.

• Optimal for battery power as it runs very low duty factor, with 
asynchronous sleep mode, 2.5 uA

• Larger frame size and simpler address and header = higher throughput





XBEE Radio Module

DIGI XBEE SX 900 radio module
902-928 Mhz ISM
Up to +13 dBm (20 mW)
Freq hopping spread spectrum
GFSK modulation
10 kb/s up to 330 ft
Rx Sensitivity -113 dBm
40 mA Rx, 55 mA Tx, 2.5 uA Sleep
3.3 VDC
1.33 x 0.87 x 0.12”



• Possible package for a radio, will include a large battery 
for long life and a quarter wave monopole antenna 

• We hope to make an annual battery change, will balance 
duty factor of awake time against consumption



• Tx Pwr – Rx Sens + Ant Gain must exceed Path loss

+ 13 dBm - (- 113) dBm + 0 dB = 126 dB

Path Loss ~ 41 dB if this were freespace outside

Tunnel Path Loss ~ 70 – 80 dB for 915 Mhz, 100 m path, according to Zhou 

• Prototype test is necessary to determine spacing

• Bends and hills require additional units

• Metal cave gates will present interesting problems



• At surface BLM is planning to build a small shed with 
solar PV and battery for last module of Digimesh
network that will feed gateway module to LTE using 
directional antenna 

• Data collector for sensors will need separate 
development and will include Xbee module

• We will be able to determine the flooding status of 
Snowy River year round, even during closures

• Scientific experiments can be monitored in near real-
time without needing to download loggers in cave
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ELF Radiolocation



• Cave maps were developed using precision compasses and 
inclinometers along with distance measuring devices like measuring tapes 

• Now we use laser rangefinders integrated with flux gate 
magnetometers and multi-axis accelerometers 

• But the technique always relies on survey lines starting from the 
entrance and errors build up over distance. No GPS underground…

• Radiolocation is a technique used to establish control points for cave
surveys by using a surface survey (GPS) linked to an underground beacon

• The 3.496 KHz beacon loop is horizontal and establishes vertical magnetic 
field that reaches the surface. By using orthogonal loop on the surface, can null 
the signal and triangulate to a point directly over the beacon loop. 

Cave Radiolocation System



W1IR, Brian Pease



Daniel Chailloux, Speleonics 26, 2004

Alternate is Ferrite Rod for Beacon Magnetic Field



W1IR, Brian Pease



Daniel Chailloux, Speleonics 26, 2004



3.496 KHz Beacon Transmitter Runs Class E



• Thermal noise at input (Hi Gain mode)=13.4nV/1Hz BW 
• The primary receiver signal BW is 1HZ. 
• 32 Hz BW mode is primarily for RFI identification and Morse Code 
• Noise current at input =.01pA/1Hz BW 
• Optimum input noise resistance=1.34 Megohms 
• RF amp gain varies 36-98dB over the range of the gain pot 
• Input attenuator is 0dB (Hi) or –40dB (Lo) 
• RF amp dynamic range is 129dB in a 1Hz BW (plus the 40dB pad) 
• Battery drain is 30mA (two 9V batteries)
• Sensitivity is determined from the thermal noise of the loop aerial



W1IR double quadrature detector loop



3.496 KHz Double Quadrature Receiver

K5PRO’s on left, W1IR built on right



3.496 KHz Beacon - Ready to Haul into Cave



• May 2013 was last radiolocation in Fort Stanton Cave
• After ~40,000 ft of surveys, we determined  < 300 ft x-y error (<1%) using radiolocation
• Depth ~ 425 feet, within 3 feet of precision barometer





Tracking beacon on an autonomous vehicle under the ice.
Bonnie Lake in the Dry Valleys, Antarctica
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